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Joomla! 1.5 Template DesignPackt Publishing, 2009
Using Joomla! Templates with HTML and CSS allows you to give a unique look and feel to your site, present a "fresh face" to your pre-existing content, ensure that your site design is consistent with your brand, and build a site layout that suits your unique needs. A quality web site is easily within your grasp using these cutting-edge...
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Digital Infrared Photography (Photo Workshop)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
"Digital Infrared Photography," an all new guide that illustrates and explores the enchantingly beautiful world of infrared images.

By simply adding a filter to the camera lens, or using a converted camera, digital photographers can capture infrared (IR) images featuring expressive skies, dramatic clouds, and intriguing white...
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Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services Recipes: for Designing Expert ReportsWrox Press, 2010

	Learn to design more effective and sophisticated business reports


	While most users of SQL Server Reporting Services are now comfortable designing and building simple reports, business today demands increasingly complex reporting. In this book, top Reporting Services design experts have contributed step-by-step recipes for creating...
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Designing for Small Screens: Mobile Phones, Smart Phones, PDAs, Pocket PCs, Navigation Systems, MP3 Players, Game ConsolesFairchild Books, 2006

	The design of interactive applications or presentations on small screens can be challenging for the designer. Not all design concepts that are valid on larger screens can be implemented on the small screen. A multitude of different devices with dissimilar technical specifications fall under the category of small- screen interfaces. Devices in...
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JavaScript for Kids: A Playful Introduction to ProgrammingNo Starch Press, 2014

	
		JavaScript is the programming language of the Internet, the secret sauce that makes the Web awesome, your favorite sites interactive, and online games fun!

	
		JavaScript for Kids is a lighthearted introduction that teaches programming essentials through patient, step-by-step examples paired with funny illustrations....
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SFML EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	A fast-paced, practical guide to building functionally enriched 2D games using the core concepts of SFML


	About This Book

	
		Learn to utilize the features of SFML quickly to create interactive games
	
		Realize your game ideas by following practical tutorials based on the essential features of...
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Learning C# by Developing Games with Unity 5.x - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Develop your first interactive 2D platformer game by learning the fundamentals of C#


	About This Book

	
		Get to grips with the fundamentals of scripting in C# with Unity
	
		Create an awesome, 2D platformer game from scratch using the principles of object-oriented programming and coding in...
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HTML & XHTML : The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2000

	HTML is changing so fast it's almost impossible to keep up with developments. XHTML is HTML 4.0 rewritten in XML; it provides the precision of XML while retaining the flexibility of HTML. HTML & XHTML: The Definitive Guide, 4th Edition, brings it all together. It's the most comprehensive book available on HTML and XHTML...
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iLife '04 All-in-One Desk Reference for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Living the iLife may mean creating a slide show with your own digital photos, adding original music from your GarageBand, and posting it on the Web. Or blending purchased songs with clips from your digital camcorder to make a music video DVD. Or just keeping your iPod loaded with the latest iTunes. Find out how, now!
    The Dummies...
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Programming Video Games for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2008
IF EVIL'S YOUR NAME,   THEN THESE ARE YOUR GAMES!
Always wanted to be a genius game creator? This Evil Genius guide  goes far beyond a typical programming class or text to reveal insider tips for breaking the rules and constructing wickedly fun games that you can tweak and customize to suit your needs!    

In...
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Adobe Acrobat 9 PDF BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
" The Adobe Acrobat 9 PDF Bible is the comprehensive guide to Acrobat for novices and power users alike. With its concise, easy-to-read format, this book will have you creating interactive XML forms, enabling streamlined document review processes, and publishing high-impact electronic documents in no time."

    — Rick...
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Gray's Anatomy for StudentsChurchill Livingstone, 2004

	This completely new addition to the Gray's Anatomy family is specifically tailored to meet the needs of today's anatomy students. A team of authors with a wealth of diverse teaching and clinical experience have carefully crafted the book to efficiently cover the information taught in contemporary anatomy courses. A user-friendly...
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